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ABSTRACT
In this paper we consider the problem of document authentication in electronic and printed forms. We formulate
this problem from the information-theoretic perspectives and present the joint source-channel coding theorems
showing the performance limits in such protocols. We analyze the security of document authentication methods
and present the optimal attacking strategies with corresponding complexity estimates that, contrarily to the
existing studies, crucially rely on the information leaked by the authentication protocol. Finally, we present the
results of experimental validation of the developed concept that justifies the practical efficiency of the elaborated
framework.
Keywords: document authentication, data-hiding, robust hashing, security leakage, equivocation, hypothesis
testing, separation principle.

1. INTRODUCTION
Text documents are still the most common and almost unavoidable form of information communication among
humans. Text documents are omnipresent everyday in the form of newspapers, books, web pages, contracts,
advertisements, checks, identification documents, etc. At the same time, they can be widely distributed in
electronic form via Internet communications.
The high significance of text documents justifies the importance of their copyright protection, authentication
and tracking that still remain an open and challenging problem. One possible explanation of the current situation is that text media have a relatively small number of features that can be exploited in order to hide (or
embed) information in comparison to images, audio or video. For example, while it is often possible to perform
imperceptible modifications to an image, casual readers can easily notice extra letters or punctuation symbols in
a text. Indeed, a text document can be seen as a form of a highly structured image, which is precisely the kind of
images the human visual system is more sensitive to. For the same reason, the data embedding rate in text media
is comparatively much smaller than in images, audio or video. Moreover, the hidden data can be always removed
by the advanced methods of optical character recognition (OCR) due to the above mentioned high structuring
of text information. Therefore, the copyright protection of text documents solely based on robust data-hiding
or watermarking seems to be questionable. Fortunately, in the most important practical situations, one is more
interested in the authentication of text information rather than in the protection of copyright contrarily to the
images, video and audio (the exception is the copyright protection of printed papers and books).
That is why we formulate the main goal of this paper as information-theoretic study of theoretic limits of
text document authentication in both electronic and printed forms.
A document authentication system should decide whether a given document is authentic or not. The decision
about the document authenticity is performed at the global level by using a secret key K. Contrarily, if the
decision is made at the local level, we will refer to it as to a tamper proofing system. Document authentication
and document tamper proofing aim at guaranteeing the authenticity of a document and at indicating the corresponding modifications, if the document is suspected to be non-authentic. The most common solution consists
in the generation of the document’s hash computed from the document based on a secret key. At the authentication stage, the hash value is computed again from the document under investigation and compared with the
∗
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securely stored one. In the case of an authentic document, two hash values should be identical. Otherwise, the
decision about non-authenticity of the document is declared. Obviously, the hash value should be designed to
withstand various unintentional modifications that might occur during the document’s life cycle. At the same
time, the hash should be sensitive enough to various intentional modifications. The development of such hash
functions is an active field of research known as robust visual hashing.1 Contrarily to document authentication,
where the hash is taken from the entire document, document tamper proofing is based on the concept of local
hashing. Thus, if some modifications occurred, the tamper proofing technology should be capable of identifying
the modifications locally. This might be useful to provide the interested party with some hints and evidence
about the introduced modifications. Finally, the hash value can be computed from the entire document, which
can include text, images, logos, drawings, etc.
One can construct three basic protocols for hash-based document authentication depending on the storage
of the hash: hash storage in a database, direct storage of the hash onto the document, and hash storage in
the document itself (self-embedding). The document authentication protocol based on the hash-storage in a
database is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Document authentication protocol with the hash storage in a database.

The hash computed at the document enrollment stage is stored in the hash database and then is compared
with a hash computed from the document under investigation at the authentication stage. The drawback of
this solution consists in the necessity to have a direct access to the hash database that might be a practical
limitations for numerous applications.
To overcome the above problem, the document hash can be stored directly onto the document using some
special auxiliary data storage means. For instance, one can use some specific electronic memory chips, magnetic
stripes, inks or even crystals to store the hash information. However, the most simple solution is to use barcode
that can be either directly printed in one step together with the document reproduction or printed over the
existing document at the second stage of document enrollment.
In such a protocol, the hash value is encrypted using a private key in order to prevent the possibility of
generation of a new hash value from a tampered version of the document. For the reliable storage into the
barcode, the obtained encrypted data is encoded using an appropriate channel code. The resulting barcode can
be integrated directly into the digital document or can be printed onto the physical document.
One can distinguish two types of barcodes, namely, dense and sparse barcodes. The dense barcodes are printed
in a localized position, for example at the margins of the document. Moreover, printing can be performed using
either visible, ultraviolet, or infrared inks, depending on the application’s concern about security. Barcodes can
be read using low-resolution readers equipped with cheap charged coupled devices (CCDs) like those in flatbed
scanners, handy scanners, digital photo cameras, web cameras, or even cell phone cameras. The drawback of
this solution is related to specific aesthetic and security issues. In fact, the barcode can be simply removed from
the document or can be easily copied if it was printed using ordinary inks. The latter does not provide copy
evidence verification.2 Alternatively, one can design a sparse barcode that is distributed over the document
surface potentially in an invisible way using special inks or crystals or even specially chosen normal inks. Both
approaches are shown in Figure 2. Although this protocol resolves the open issues of database hash storage
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Though usually thought of as a nocturnal hunter,
s trictly speakin g tigers are crepus cular; this simp ly
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d one by the swifter, lighter lioness es a nd v ery little
h untin g is done by th e males .
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If a tiger correc tly calculates the angle and distance from the prey , then it will hit with the full
fo rce of its heavy body, bringing the target to the grou nd . To k ill its victim the tige r normally
administers a lethal b ite to the throat or back of the neck. Which bite is used depends upon the
size o f the prey, w ith the neck bite , w hich severs the spinal cord, normally being applied to
small or medium-siz ed prey. The throat bite , or strang le hold, causes suffocation and is the b ite
of pre ference for larger prey. This is applied for up to ten minutes to ensure that no life
remains. It was once believed that a tiger in this position was sucking blood from the prey
, but
it is not physically po ssible for any cat to do this. N eith er bite causes mu ch b leedin g fro m the
victim and the correc t hold brings a quick release; from the first grip until death is o nly 30-9 0
secon ds. Th ere is little sound from the prey o ther than a short choke
. An adult tiger must mak e
a med ium -sized kill about onc e ev ery seve n da ys, while a female with cubs mus t do better
―she'll need to kill about once e very five days .
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adminis ter s a lethal bite to the thr oat or bac k of the neck. Whic h bite is us ed depends upon the
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Figure 2. Document authentication protocol with the hash storage in barcodes: (a) dense barcodes and (b) sparse
barcodes.

protocol, it possesses certain constraints in terms of aesthetics if dense barcodes are used, and flexibility handling
electronic formats if sparse barcodes are used. Additionally, the storage capacity of sparse barcodes subject to
visibility constraints is significantly lower those of dense barcodes that is an important factor for the security
analysis as well as for the authentication power of the hash code.
Finally, the self-embedding approach that falls into the category of digital data-hiding seems to be very
attractive for numerous reasons. The document authentication is performed directly based on the document
without accessing a hash database similarly to the barcode protocol. However, contrarily to the barcode protocol
the document is enrolled in a single step. Moreover, this approach can be easily integrated into any text/image
editing tool and the resulting document can be stored in any suitable electronic format or even re-converted
from one format to another. Additionally, the self-contained information cannot be easily separated from the
document like in the case of dense barcodes. Finally, such an approach provides a unique copy evidence that
was not possible with dense barcodes. It should be also mentioned that the storage capacity of data-hiding
techniques might be superior than that of sparse barcodes but lower than that of dense barcodes. Taking into
account all these advantages we concentrate our analysis only on this protocol. The document authentication
protocol based on self-embedding is depicted in Figure 3 and interested readers can find more details about it
in.3, 4
The only drawback and main concern of the self-embedding approach is the limited data storage capacity
resulting from the constraints on the document visible degradation as well as from the physical printing/scanning
factors that might arise numerous security issues. Therefore, the optimal joint design of the corresponding system
compromising between the limited storage capacity and security is of great practical importance as well as it
represents a challenging theoretical problem.
The early methods of document authentication based on self-embedding hide the document ID as secret data.
However, the embedding of document ID information is unsecure by itself. First, the hidden data is vulnerable to
the copy attack, a protocol attack, which estimates the modulated features from the protected document (without
knowing the key) and remodulates another document identically, thus creating an ambiguity.2, 5 Therefore, a
document should be authenticated at the same time using content-dependent data, such as a hash code or a
digital signature of the textual content and of the ID information. Secondly, tamper proofing (with localization
capability) can be achieved by authenticating the text by parts or blocks. This means that a local modification
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Figure 3. Document authentication protocol with the hash storage using self-embedding.

of the textual content can be detected with the resolution of one block, i.e., one word, one or several line(s), one
paragraph, etc., depending on the embedding rate of the data-hiding algorithm.
Trying to be as general as possible from the point of view of the used apparatus of information theory, we
distinguish three main practical scenarios:
• Electronic document authentication: the documents are stored and converted only in electronic format that
is typical for Internet communications and database management;
• Hybrid electronic-analog document authentication: the documents are stored/communicated in electronic
format as well as can be printed in certain circumstances that is typical for research, education, small and
medium businesses;
• Analog document authentication: the document final destination is only envisioned in analog (printed) form
that is typical for large-scale industrial applications.
Our goal is to analyze the performance and to consider the optimal design rules for these three scenarios.
There are two possible designs of authentication systems based on data-hiding. The first approach assumes that
the payload (message) is content-independent where it is either fixed for all documents or randomly generated
from a user key.6 The content authentication is based on the decision whether the embedded information is
present or not in the document under analysis. However, this approach poses a lot of security concerns for both
spread-spectrum and quantization based data-hiding techniques when the secret information (payload or key or
both) can be estimated and then the tampered document can be remodulated similarly to the above mentioned
copy attack.2
In the second approach, the payload (message) is assumed to be content dependent.7, 8 This prevents the
usage of copy and remodulation attacks. Therefore, we will concentrate on the second approach. Although
the approach we follow is also based on hashing-data-hiding, there are several important difference with.7, 8
First, we propose a generalized information-theoretic consideration of authentication problem, whereas the above
approaches mostly advocate practical frameworks. Secondly, the major difference with the work7 consists in the
definition of authentication security solely expressed as the security of the hash based on the definition of its
entropy. This has two important consequences: (a) the security leakage of data-hiding part was not taken into
account in the analysis of the security of the complete system and (b) the security of the hash was defined solely
based on the entropy of secret features whereas the actual security leak based on the additional observation
of Y N was disregarded. Finally, Fei et. al.8 consider only key-dependent hashing while the data-hiding part
security was not directly addressed, i.e., the key was not defined for the data-hiding part in Figure 1 of the cited
paper. Moreover, depending on the application the attacker can learn more observing multiple documents, pages
or paragraphs Y1N , Y2N , ... protected with the same key or potentially by observing the same document protected
with different keys. However, to be compliant with the above mentioned publications, we will constrain our
analysis to the case of a single document Y N .
The paper has the following structure. The basic formulation of authentication problem is considered in
Section 2. Here we briefly review the fundamentals of authentication system performance analysis, analyze

possible system designs as well as introduce necessary data-hiding and hashing concepts in the scope of generalized
Gel’fand-Pinsker9 problem and robust hashing. In Section 3, we consider the main practical scenarios and
corresponding channel models that define the data-hiding capacity. Section 4 contains the security analysis of
document authentication protocols. Section 5 presents some preliminary results of system implementation and
the concept validation. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and presents some future research perspectives.
Notations We use capital letters to denote scalar random variables X, X N to denote vector random variables,
corresponding small letters x and xN to denote the realizations of scalar and vector random variables, respectively.
The superscript N is used to designate length-N vectors xN = [x[1], x[2], ..., x[N ]]T with k th element x[k]. We
use X ∼ pX (x) or simply X ∼ p(x) to indicate that a random variable X is distributed according to pX (x). The
mathematical expectation of a random variable X ∼ pX (x) is denoted by E[X]. Calligraphic fonts X denote
sets X ∈ X and |X | denotes the cardinality of set X .

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
2.1. Authentication problem based on self-embedding: global scale
In this Section, we consider the authentication problem based on self-embedding from the information-theoretic
point of view. The generalized block-diagram of this set-up is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Generalized block diagram of authentication system based on a self-embedding.

According to the presented set-up, the data-hider has access to the uniquely assigned secret key K = k
that is uniformly distributed over the set K = {1, 2, ..., |K|} and to the non-causal host xN ∈ X N . The key k
and the non-causal host realization xN are used at the encoder Φ to generate the watermarked data y N ∈ Y N .
The watermarked data y N is communicated through the attacking channel with some legitimate distortions
described by the transition probability p(v N |y N ) resulting in v N ∈ V N . The decoder Υ makes the decision about
authenticity of v N using k. Thus, the authentication system consists of the set {X N , K, Y N , p(v N |y N ), V N }, the
data-hider allowable distortions DE between X N and Y N , the attacking channel distortion DA between Y N and
V N and an encoder-decoder pair:
ΦN : X N × K → Y N ,
(1)
ΥN : V N × K → {0, 1}.

(2)

The authentication problem, i.e., the problem of deciding whether the received data v N are authentic or not,
can be considered as a hypothesis testing problem.10 One can assume that H0 corresponds to the hypothesis
that the received data is authentic, and H1 corresponds to the hypothesis that v N was generated by a fraudulent
party. Therefore, the task of authentication as a hypothesis testing is to decide which of the two hypotheses is true
given v N . This generalized idea was first suggested by Maurer10 and extended to steganographic applications by
Cachin11 and more recently elaborated by Wang and Moulin.12 In the authentication application this approach
was considered in.7, 8 We will assume that the test (2) is performed as:
(
H0 , V N ∼ pV0N |K (v N |k),
(3)
H1 , V N ∼ pV1N |K (v N |k),
where H0 corresponds to the decision 0 and H1 to 1, respectively. Various tests can be performed,i.e.,Bayessian,
minimax or Neyman-Pearson, however we will use the optimal Neyman-Pearson test in our formulation due
to the particularities of authentication problem that will be discussed below. Disregarding the chosen testing

strategy, two types of errors are possible: type I error or a false alarm occurs denoted as Pf , if an authentic
document is decided to be a counterfeited one, and type II error or a miss occurs denoted as Pm , if the mistaken
decision is taken about a counterfeited document considering it as the authentic one.
According to the Neyman-Pearson test, the goal of the data-hider is to keep the probability PF fixed and to
minimize the probability PM of missing a document counterfeiting. Contrarily, the objective of the counterfeiter
is to modify the document keeping the distortions in the specified ranges of legitimate modifications in such a
way that the data-hider cannot notice these modifications. Thus, the objective of the counterfeiter is to maximize
the probability of miss PM . These conflicting requirements can be formulated as a game between the data hider
and attacker:
minΦ,Υ maxpV N |Y N (.|.) PM (Φ, Υ, pV N |Y N (.|.)) ≥ minΦ maxpV N |Y N (.|.) minΥ PM (Φ, Υ, pV N |Y N (.|.)),

(4)

which depends on the particular encoder/decoder pair Φ, Υ and the attacking channel pV N |Y N (.|.).
The Neyman-Pearson test states that for a given maximal tolerable probability PF , PM can be minimized
by assuming hypothesis H0 if, and only if, the log-likelihood ratio defined as:
ℓ(v N |k) , log2

pV1N |K (v N |k)
pV0N |K (v N |k)

,

(5)

satisfies:
ℓ(v N |k) ≥ T,

(6)

for some threshold T .
We will accordingly define the corresponding probabilities of miss and false detection for a given key k as:
PM (k) , Pr[ℓ(v N |k) < T |H1 ],

(7)

PF (k) , Pr[ℓ(v N |k) > T |H0 ].

(8)

The relative entropy or discrimination D(pV1N |K ||pV0N |K ), defined as the expected value of the log-likelihood
function in (5) with respect to pV0N |K (v N |k), measures the level of distinguishibility between the two involved
distributions:
X
X
pV N |K (v N |k)
pV1N |K (v N |k) log2 1
D(pV1N |K ||pV0N |K ) =
,
(9)
pK (k)
pV0N |K (v N |k)
N
N
k∈K

v ∈V

where pK (k) is the distribution of K on K that can be assumed to be uniform, i.e., pK (k) = 1/|K|.
P
P
In this case, the average error probabilities PF = k∈K pK (k)PF (k) and PM = k∈K pK (k)PM (k) satisfy10 :
PM log2

X
1 − PM
PM
+ (1 − PM ) log2
≤
pK (k)D(pV1N |K ||pV0N |K ).
1 − PF
PF

(10)

k∈K

Fixing PM = 0, one can obtain a lower bound on the miss probability:


P
− k∈K pK (k)D pV N |K ||pV N |K
1
0
.
PF ≥ 2

(11)

The complete system performance limits can be defined according to the Stein lemma.13
The above authentication system can be considered in the scope of a hashing-communication problem or a
hashing-data-hiding problem. There are several possible system designs that can be based on separation or joint
principles as an analogy to the Shannon source-channel communication problem.13 Here, one is facing the same
problems related to the optimality of performance, complexity as well as the additional issue of security. Since
the optimal system structure still remains an open and little studied theoretical problem, we will try to analyze
the the possible advantages of both approaches.

Separation approach: By analogy to the Shannon separation theorem, one can assume that the hashing-datahiding problem can be nicely separated on hashing and data-hiding parts how it is done in the most practical
authentication systems considered in the Introduction. This approach is schematically presented in Figure 5.
The fact that the system can be separated in such a way without sacrificing optimality is conceptually and
practically plausible. However, the analogy would not be complete without mentioning some differences. The
Shannon source-channel separation theorem assumes that the source coding part does not require any knowledge
about the channels statistics to produce the input to the channel coding part while for the channel coding part,
the structure of the source code is irrelevant too. Contrarily, the hashing part should take into account legitimate
channel distortion to produce a robust hash. This very important fact makes a significant difference between
traditional hashing and hashing in multimedia authentication problems that especially concerns digital images,
video and audio. This fact has also important implications for the system security.
Joint approach: While the separation approach provides a very nice solution to the classical source-channel
communication problem, it does not claim to be unique. In fact, this approach is very expensive in terms
of delay and complexity. That is why less expensive solutions can be found, which abandon the separation
property and utilize joint source-channel coding. An extreme case of this approach is well-known as the uncoded
transmission.14 Similar consideration might be valid for the document authentication problem where some
joint optimal approach could be suggested similarly to the setup shown in Figure 4 where no particular form
of separation was assumed. We will consider this approach as a subject of future research concentrating on the
separation approach in this paper.
Rate matching: By analogy with the source-channel communications suggested by the separation principle,
one can consider the authentication problem based on separated hashing-data-hiding as a rate-matching problem.
According to this interpretation, one should match the rate of the hash, selected to satisfy all requirements with
respect to authentication, security and robustness for the defined legitimate distortions from one side and the rate
of reliable hidden data communications from another. Contrarily to the source-channel communications based
on the separation principle where the performance criterion is the distortion of the source for a given channel, in
the hashing-data-hiding problem one has to deal with PM for a fixed PF and a given legitimate channel and a
possible set of various counterfeiting attacks. In practice, it means that certain parameters should be optimally
matched with others that include the document pmf pX N (xN ) (respectively pdf fX N (xN )), the distortion measure
d(., .) and corresponding embedding distortion DE , the channel conditional pmf pV N |Y N (v N |y N ) (respectively
conditional pdf fV N |Y N (v N |y N )) and corresponding legitimate distortion DA , the performance measures PM
and PF as well as encoding and authentication functions. Moreover, one should also take into account possible
security leakages of this protocol that can be efficiently used by the counterfeiter to produce a faked document
using quite involved yet light complexity attacks.
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Figure 5. Document authentication based on the separation principle of hashing and data-hiding.
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2.2. Authentication problem based on self-embedding: local scale
In this part, we will consider in details all elements of an authentication system based on the separation principle
shown in Figure 5 and indicate the conditions of parameter matching. According to the above set-up, the datahider has access to the uniquely assigned secret keys K1 = k1 and K2 = k2 that are uniformly distributed over
the sets K1 = {1, 2, ..., |K1 |} and K2 = {1, 2, ..., |K2 |} and to the non-causal interference xN ∈ X N . We also
assume that X N is distributed according to pX N (xN ). The key k1 and the non-causal host realization xN are
used to generate a hash message m that is encoded into the watermark wN based on the non-causal host xN
and key k2 . The watermark wN is embedded into the host data xN , resulting in the watermarked data y N . The
watermarked data y N is communicated through the attacking channel with some legitimate distortions described
by p(v N |y N ). The decoder estimates the message m̂ based on the attacked data v N and the available key k2 while
ˆ is computed from v N based on k1 . Finally, the decision about authenticity of v N is made based on the
the hash m̃
ˆ We will assume that the message m ∈ M and hash m̃ ∈ M̃ are uniformly distributed
comparison of m̂ and m̃.
′
over M = {1, 2, ..., |M|} and M̃ = {1, 2, ..., M̃ }, respectively, with |M| = 2N R and |M̃| = 2N R , where R and
R′ are the data-hiding and hash rates, respectively, and N is the length of all involved vectors xN , wN , y N and
v N . It is important to point out that under the conditions of this paper where optimal joint data-hiding-hashing
is performed according to the separation principle, later formulated in the form of Conjecture 1, that M = M̃
(Figure 5). However, for the sake of generality the current notations are exploited in the remaining part of this
paper.
It is assumed that the stego and attacked data are defined on y N ∈ Y N and v N ∈ V N , respectively. The
distortion function is defined as:
N
1 X
dN (xN , y N ) =
d(xi , yi ),
(12)
N i=1

where d(xi , yi ) : X × Y → R+ denotes the element-wise distortion between xi and yi .

Definition 1: A discrete memoryless legitimate data-hiding channel consists of four alphabets X , W, Y, V and
a probability transition matrix pV N |W N ,X N (v N |wN , xN ) that corresponds to the covert channel communication
of the watermark W N through the host image X N (channel pY N |W N ,X N (y N |wN , xN )) and the attacking channel pV N |Y N (v N |y N ) such that pV N |W N ,X N (v N |wN , xN ) = ΣyN pY N |W N ,X N (y N |wN , xN )pV N |Y N (v N |y N ). The
attacking channel is subject to the distortion constraint DA :
X
X
dN (y N , v N )pV N |Y N (v N |y N )pY N (y N ) ≤ DA ,
(13)
y N ∈Y N v N ∈V N

QN
where pV N |Y N (v N |y N ) = i=1 pV |Y p(vi |yi ). We will understand under legitimate distortions signal processing
operations such as lossy compression, addition of noise, change of contrast; printing/scanning operations with
corresponding halftoning and inverse halftoning; geometrical distortions such as translation, rotation and scaling.
Definition 2: A (2N R , N ) code for the data-hiding channel consists of a message set M = {1, 2, ..., 2N R },
an encoding function:
N
φN
× K2 → W N ,
(14)
m :M×X
embedding function:
ϕN : W N × X N → Y N ,

(15)

subject to the embedding distortion constraint DE :
X X
1
|K2 ||M|

X

N
N
N
E
dN (xN , ϕN (φN
m (m, x , k2 ), x ))pX N (x ) ≤ D

(16)

N
gm
: V N × K2 → M.

(17)

k2 ∈K2 m∈M xN ∈X N

and a decoding function:

We define the average probability of error for a (2N R , N ) code as:
Pe(N ) =

X X
1
Pr[g N (V N , K2 ) 6= m|M = m].
|K2 ||M|

(18)

k2 ∈K2 m∈M

Definition 3: A rate R = N1 log2 |M| is achievable for distortions (DE , DA ), if there exists a sequence of
(N )
(2N R , N ) codes with Pe → 0 as N → ∞.
Definition 4: The capacity of the data-hiding channel is the supremum of all achievable rates for distortions
(DE , DA ).
Theorem 1 (data-hiding capacity for a fixed channel)9 : A rate R is achievable for the distortion DE
and the fixed attacking channel p(v|y) with bounded distortion DA , iff R < C, where:
C=

1
N

max

p(uN ,wN |xN )



I(U N ; V N ) − I(U N ; X N ) ,

(19)

and U N to be a random variable uN ∈ U N (K2 = k2 ), with |U(K2 = k2 )| ≤ |X ||W| + 1. We also assume that
p(k2 , xN , uN , wN , y N , v N ) = p(k2 )p(xN )p(uN |xN )1{uN ∈ U(K2 = k2 )}p(wN |uN , xN )p(y N |xN , wN )p(v N |y N ) to
reflect the technicality behind the codebook and watermark generations as well as channel degradations, where
1{.} denotes the indicator function.
The proof of this theorem in the more general form of an active attacker is provided by Moulin and O’Sullivan15
and the details can be found in the referred paper. However, it is important to emphasize that the main difference
with our set-up is the codebook construction and the corresponding interpretation of the user key. In the scope
of this paper, the key K2 is considered uniquely as the index that defines the codebook of a particular user.
Contrarily, Moulin and O’Sullivan have a broader understanding of the key as a sort of side information shared
between the encoder and the decoder, where K2 can be in some relationship with X N . Therefore, we assume
that K2 is solely a cryptographic key that is independent of X N . The details of the codebook construction,
encoding, decoding and performance analysis of this part of the code are given in our previous publication.16
′

Definition 5: A hash consists of a hash set M̃ = {1, 2, ..., 2N R } and a hash function:
ψK : X N × K1 → M̃.

(20)

The construction of a hash should satisfy several conflicting requirements. To analyze these constraints we will
assume that X N = [X1 , X2 , ..., XN ] is a discrete memoryless source (DMS) that emits a sequence xN . The
hash function produces the secure hash index m̃ ∈ M̃, i.e., a hash value, given xN and k1 . Contrarily to the
classical hashing, where two vectors that differ in only a single bit will have independent hash values, we will
N
require that two vectors xN
1 and x2 that are perceived (respectively, understood) by the observer (respectively,
N
by the reader) to be similar is some sense will have the same hash value, even if xN
1 and x2 have small bitN
N
N
level differences. In practice, it also means that if a vector x2 is obtained via a mapping p(xN
2 |x1 ) of x1 ,
N
N
N
A
where E[d (X1 , X2 )] ≤ D , i.e., the difference between the two vectors is defined by some value of legitimate
N
variation DA under certain transforms, one should expect ψK (xN
1 ) = ψK (x2 ). Additionally, the hash should be
N
secure in the sense that having the image x , the attacker cannot generate a hash without the knowledge of a
secure key k1 . At this moment, we do not address the issues of computational complexity of hash calculation as
well as collusion resistance.
Rather than follow some particular design of a hash function that is generally the case for most of the
publications on this subject,7, 8, 17 we will consider a generalized approach. We will assume that hashing is
accomplished in some transform domain that is achieved by applying a transform TK (.) that is key-dependent
in the general case. We will denote a transformed vector as x̃L = TK (xN ) of length L and x̃L ∈ X̃ L as shown
in Figure 6.
The application of transform TK (.), besides the security concerns, is additionally supposed to provide the
hash robustness against various legitimate degradations within DA . The robustness or invariance to legitimate
distortions of the vector coefficients in the transform domain by applying transform TK (.) might be achieved in
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Figure 6. Robust hashing: generalized block diagram.

several different ways: (a) using an invariant domain17–19 or (b) using robust features20, 21 that correspond to
the QK -block in Figure 6.
We will present a random code construction for hashing and analyze its performance assuming that the
legitimate distortion DA is the same in the transform domain, although it is not true in the general case but it
can be assumed for all orthogonal transforms. Suppose we choose a mapping pX̃|
ˆ (.) as
ˆ X̃ (.|.) and compute pX̃
the marginal distribution of pX̃ˆ X̃ (.).
′
ˆL (m̃, k1 ), m̃ = {1, 2, · · · , 2N R′ } for each k1 ∈ K1 ,
Hash code construction: Generate 2N R codewords x̃
′
ˆ m̃, k1 ) in the codebooks independently
with K1 = {1, 2, · · · , |K1 |} by choosing each of the L2N R |K1 | symbols x̃[i](
′

ˆL

at random according to pX̃ˆ (.). It can be shown that if the number 2N R |K1 | is smaller than 2H(X̃ ) , one can hope
ˆL (m̃, k1 )
to have a unique set of sequences in each user codebook. Finally, assign indices m̃ to the codewords x̃
for each k1 in such a way that the distance between the binary representation of indices m̃ ≡ b̃, b̃[j] ∈ {0, 1} for
the original and legitimately distorted vectors is minimal. One can consider the equivalent problem of robust
labeling in the design of channel codes based on multilevel coding22 where Gray labeling is chosen instead of a
randomized assignment. Therefore, we can construct a set of codebooks for |K1 | users that can be also considered
as a binning technique.
ˆL (m̃, k1 )
Hash encoding: Given xN and k1 or equivalently x̃L after transform TK (.), try to find a codeword x̃
ˆ i.e., two codewords are strongly jointly typical.13 If one finds such a
ˆL (m̃, k )) ∈ A∗(L) (X̃, X̃),
such that (x̃L , x̃
1

ǫ

jointly typical pair, send or declare the corresponding index m̃. Otherwise, an error is declared.
In fact, one can show that the achievable rate R′ of this hash will satisfy:
R′ (DA ) =

min

pˆ

X̃|X̃

ˆ
A
(.|.):E[d(X̃,X̃)]≤D

ˆ
I(X̃; X̃),

(21)

if we allow the “collusion” of all vectors in the range of DA using a proof similar to classical Shannon source
coding theorem.13 The sketch of the achievability part of the proof is based on the analysis of the bound on
∗(L)
∗(L)
ˆL (m̃, k1 )
average distortion for three different cases: (a) x̃L ∈
/ Aǫ (X̃), (b) x̃L ∈ Aǫ (X̃) but non of the x̃
ˆ and (c) x̃L ∈ A∗(L) (X̃) and we find a x̃
ˆL (m̃, k1 )) ∈ Aǫ∗(L) (X̃, X̃)
ˆL (m̃, k1 ) with (x̃L , x̃
ˆL (m̃, k1 )) ∈
satisfies (x̃L , x̃
ǫ
∗(L)
ˆ One can show that in all these cases the distortion will not exceed DA with hight probability as
A
(X̃, X̃).
ǫ

long as L → ∞.
In practice, one can consider the implementation of such a hash code using the keyed vector quantizer
QK (.) shown in Figure 6, where the reconstruction points are selected properly for each key k1 ∈ K1 to satisfy
the distortion constraint. To simplify the implementation and analysis, one can design a dithered quantizer
L
L
Q(x̃L − dL
k1 ) + dk1 , which uses a fixed vector quantizer Q(.) in all cases and a dither vector dk1 generated
from the key k1 . Further simplification can be achieved using uniform scalar quantization instead of vector
quantization.
Definition 6: An authentication is defined as the binary decision {0, 1} based on mapping:
η : M̃ × M̃ → {0, 1}.

(22)

The performance of the overall authentication system will be defined according to the results presented in
Section 2. The authentication is performed based on the validation of two hypothesis H0 and H1 based on two

ˆ
ˆ ≡ b̃
binary representations of the hash computed from the observed data v N , namely m̃
and the decoded message
m̂ ≡ b̂. The binary decision {0, 1} is taken based on the comparison of the number of different bits with respect
to a threshold defined according to the specified PF .
The main issue in the information-theoretic analysis of this set-up consists in the derivation of direct and
converse theorems for reliable document authentication under the assumed types of channels with the legitimate
distortions.
Conjecture 1 (Authentication based on hashing-data-hiding principle): if X N is a finite alphabet
stochastic process that satisfies the asymptotic equipartition property (AEP)13 then there is a hashing-datahiding code with specified PF and PM → 0, if the rate of the hash code R′ satisfies R′ < C. Conversely, for any
stationary process, if R′ > C, the PM is bounded away from zero, and it is not possible to authenticate X N with
arbitrarily low probability of error.
The proofs try to establish the information-theoretic bounds on the rate of the hash R′ , providing reliable
document authentication for the above channels and assumed intentional class of tampering attacks, as well as
the rate of reliable message communications R ≤ C, where C is the Gel’fand-Pinsker capacity for the text datahiding. In fact, the solution to this problem indicates that R ≥ R′ that assumes the design of hashing-data-hiding
that is similar in spirit to Shannon joint source-channel coding based on the separation principle.13
Here, we sketch the proof of the achievability part of the above conjecture. Assuming that the encoder and
decoder share the same pair of secret keys k1 , k2 , we will use three quantities defining the performance of the
system, i.e., data-hiding, code according to PeN and the authentication code according to PF and PM . Since, we
assume that X N satisfies the AEP, we assume that the hash code with parameters specified in Definition 5 can
′
be constructed with 2N R codewords for each key k1 , i.e., with the rate R′ . According to the considered robust
labeling, the index of the hash for a given key k1 is fed to the input of the channel encoder assigning m = m̃.
The encoder maps this index with the key k2 into the sequence Y N sent to the decoder according to Definition
2 with rate R that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.
One can transmit the hash index m to the decoder with probability of error less than ǫ, if:
R′ + ǫ = R < C.

(23)

The decoder estimates the sent message m̂ with high probability, if R < C according to Theorem 1. Finally,
ˆ from the channel output V N under specified allowable
if the hash code is able to reliably extract the index m̃
A
legitimate distortion D and assuming the knowledge of the key k2 , one can guarantee the authenticity of V N
with the specified PF and PM for a given rate R′ with high probability.

3. MAIN PRACTICAL SCENARIOS AND CHANNEL MODELS
In this Section, we will consider three main practical scenarios for the document authentication systems. For each
of them, we will introduce the corresponding channel models and briefly discuss the overall technical specification
of the system.

3.1. Electronic document authentication
Here we assume that the source (cover) document is available in structured electronic form generated by a
character-oriented encoding using popular edition/publication tools like Microsoft Word (DOC), Adobe Acrobat (PDF), PostScript (PS), LATEX(TeX), Rich Text Format (RTF), Hypertext Markup Language (HTML),
eXtensible Markup Language (XML), etc. The documents are only stored and circulated in electronic form with
possible conversion among the above formats. Moreover, during a format conversion some information can be
distorted or lost. The goal is to develop such an authentication technique that should be flexible and compatible
with all the above existing or even future formats. The theoretical analysis of the data-hiding part of such a
technique was performed in our previous publication.4 The hash part of the code can be simplified to the OCR
operation as the unkeyed feature extraction stage and corresponding key-based hashing. Any other reasonable
hashing satisfying the conditions of Definition 5 could be applied here.

The main problem comes from the fact that even under deterministic (predefined) format conversions (for
example, Microsoft Word to Adobe PDF), the most advanced OCR tools are not able to produce the unique
recognition results. Thus, one has two opportunities that consist either in the use of special robust hashing
procedures or in the definition of a special protocol, which can benefit from the prior knowledge of all possible
distortions causing the ambiguity in the OCR results. The results of our modelling have indicated that the OCR
tool of ABBYY23 can produce the necessary OCR under the broad class of electronic document conversions
including pdf, ps, djvu and processing including compression of text documents stored using image graphical
formats. The fact of a prior knowledge of channel transformations was reflected by introducing the corresponding
prediction module at the encoder according to Figure 7. Common unkeyed hash primitives, which can be used are
Rivest’s Message Digest version 5 (MD5)24 or NIST’s Secure Hash Algorithm version 1 (SHA-1).25 The output
hash-codes could be encrypted by a symmetric block cipher such as the Data Encryption Standard (DES) or its
triple version (Triple-DES),26 Lai and Massey IDEA,27 or the recently accepted NIST’s Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES / Rijndael).28 A keyed hash functions could be Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC)
based either on MD5 or on SHA-1 † . The results of the experimental validation of this setup are presented in
Section 5.
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Figure 7. Electronic document authentication.

3.2. Hybrid electronic-analog document authentication
The analysis of the hybrid electronic-analog document authentication is the same as in the previous case besides
that the channel additionally includes the halftoning process (Figure 8). The only difference comes from the
mapping of modulated signals from the intensity space to the halftone space for the printed reproduction using
a halftone encoder:
φHT : Y N → Y ′L×N ,
(24)
where each character from Y is reproduced by a halftone pattern from Y ′L of size n1 × n2 with L = n1 · n2 . The
halftone space is defined to consist of black and white dots Y ′L ∈ {0, 255}L that are reproduced by a printing
device with resolution rp . We assume that a scanner performs a mapping of this pattern into a new one with
resolution rs with a given size n′1 × n′2 and L′ = n′1 · n′2 .
Two possibilities exist depending on the relationship between the printing and scanning resolutions rp and
rs .
L′ ×N

If rs = rp , the so-called indirect decoding is applied where the halftone pattern V ′
is first mapped to
the intensity Ŷ N using an estimator of intensity (halftone decoder known as inverse halftoning):
′

gHT : V ′L ×N → Y N
†

(25)

For security Triple-DES is preferable to DES which uses too short keys and has been officially abandoned. Moreover
SHA (including all variants) is currently the only FIPS-approved method for secure hashing, and should be preferred to
MD5 since it adds security measures.
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Figure 8. Hybrid electronic-analog document authentication.

and then decoded. In this case L = L′ and the channel is modeled as a parallel binary symmetric channel (BSC)
with a given transition probability. The drawback of this decoding is related to the corresponding issues of the
data-processing inequality. If rs > rp , one can perform direct decoding using a halftone pattern codebook thus
avoiding the mapping to the intensity space.
Finally, it should be pointed out that the overall printing-scanning channel between Y N and Ŷ N can be
accurately modeled using a non-stationary Generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD) approximation. To validate
this we performed numerous modelings for both inkjet and laser printers and various scanners under different
resolutions. Here, we present the most typical results for two printers: laser printer HP Color LaserJet 4600
(BW mode), which will be denoted as p1 , and inkjet printer HP Color DeskJet 990Cxi (color mode) denoted as
p2 . In both cases we have used the same Epson Perfection 3170 Photo CCD scanner. We simulated the range of
inputs y ∈ Y = {0, 1, · · · , 255} and ŷ ∈ R+ . Figure 9 presents results for printing and scanning resolutions equal
to 600 ppi.
The resulting channel model is:
Ŷ = ρ(Y ) + Z,

(26)

with ρ : Y → R+ to be a non-linear function and Z represents zero-mean additive GGD noise whose parameters
are determined by the input Y , i.e., (Z|Y = y) ∼ GGD(0, σZ (y), γZ (y)), where σZ (y) and γZ (y) are the noise
standard deviation and shape parameter given Y = y. In our modeling, we have assumed that ρ(y) = µ̂Ŷ |Y (y),
σZ (y) = σ̂Ŷ |Y (y) and γZ (y) = γ̂Ŷ |Y (y). The interested reader can find more details about this model in our
previous publications.4, 29
For both models considered above one can compute the capacity of the data-hiding channel and perform the
matching of corresponding hash rates.

3.3. Analog document authentication
In the case of analog document authentication we consider the industrial version of the system where the embedding is performed directly using halftone pattern codebooks thus omitting the intensity representation used in the
previous versions. The advantage of this solution consists in the absence of intermediate processing operations
that lead to a decrease of mutual information which impacts the achievable rate of message communications.
The practical implementation of this system is under way.

4. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF DOCUMENT AUTHENTICATION
In this Section, we will consider the above authentication system from the security perspectives. As it was pointed
out in Section 2.1, the overall objective of the counterfeiter is to modify the document in such way keeping the fact
of modification undetectable, i.e., to increase the probability PM operating in the range of legitimate distortions
DA . Contrarily to various attacking scenarios that in the general case assume the availability of several copies
of protected documents Y1N , Y2N , · · · , YJN marked with the same key, which have been intensively studied in the
publications on authentication summarized by Maurer10 providing corresponding bounds for impersonalization
and authentication attacks, we will focus on a case of a single available document Y N leaving the extension of
our framework to multiple documents for future study.
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Figure 9. Conditional sample means (a) and (b) for printers p1 and p2 , (c) and (d) corresponding conditional sample
standard deviations and (e) and (f) normalized histograms of Ŷ with the GGD approximation for the constellations
y ∈ {0, 37, 73, 110, 146, 183, 219, 255}.

To fully benefit from the available copy of Y N , we restate the Shannon equivocation principle considered
in
and originally formulated with respect to the parameters of the scheme such as the secret key, the
message, the host, the auxiliary random variable U N and the hash M̃ .
30–32

We consider the security analysis of the authentication system as a further development of the reversibility
principles introduced in.16 Here, we will adopt the security framework to the authentication application defining
security as the amount of trial efforts to reveal the secret information about the used scheme to design the worst
counterfeiting strategy in the sense that the desirable document modification is unnoticeable by the authentication
system, i.e., maximization of PM combining all public information with the revealed secret one while keeping the
distortions in the given ranges. The trial efforts are considered in a broad sense for the generic applications.
In the scope of this paper, we will only consider a particular aspect of complexity expressed by the number of
checks to be performed to reveal some secret or to attack the scheme. This definition of security is also coherent
with the definitions given in previous publications.30–32
ˆ L = x̃
ˆL (m̃, k ) is sufficient to achieve the
In fact, we will show that the knowledge of U N = uN (m, j, k ) and X̃
2

1

attacker goal under certain circumstances. Thus, the amount of efforts in terms of number of trials is understood
as the real security of the robust data-hiding system. The larger this amount, the higher the security is. It
should be also pointed out that a key difference of this approach with the previously considered ones consists
ˆ L rather than
in the fact that we analyze the security leak coming from the auxiliary random variable U and X̃
ˆ L , one can deduce the
considering particular messages, keys or host. From the information about U N and X̃

knowledge of their components, i.e., the key, message and even the host, and apply this knowledge selectively
depending on a particular application scenario. The converse is not generally true.
Lemma 1 (Equivocation for the data-hiding code): The observation of Y N reduces the ambiguity
about U N from h(U N ) to h(U N |Y N ):
h(U N |Y N ) = h(U N ) − I(U N ; Y N ),

(27)

where U N is defined over U N .
Therefore, the corresponding complexity of the attacker in revealing the information about uN used in the
data-hiding code is:
N
N
DH
OA
= 2h(U |Y ) .
(28)
N

In fact, it shows that the attacker can reduce the dimensionality of his exhaustive search space from 2h(U ) to
N
N
2h(U |Y ) trials by performing the jointly-typical decoding only with those codewords that are located within
some “distance” from the estimate E[U N |Y N ] computed based on minimum mean square estimate (MMSE).
2
It can be then argued that this distance is determined by the estimation variance σU
N |Y N that in fact defines
N
N
the volume of ambiguity h(U |Y ). Thus, the attacker will perform the search not among all uN ∈ U N but
only among those uN s that are within the above volume that considerably reduces his complexity thanks to the
security leakage analysis. Finally, it should be pointed out that the knowledge of uN provides also information
about m, j and k2 according to the assumed codebook construction.
Similar considerations can be deduced for the security of the hash part of the code.
ˆL
Lemma 2 (Equivocation for the hash code): The observation of Y N reduces the ambiguity about X̃
ˆ L |Y N ):
ˆ L ) to h(X̃
from h(X̃
ˆ L |Y N ) = h(X̃
ˆ L ) − I(X̃
ˆ L ; Y N ),
h(X̃
(29)
ˆ L implies
ˆ L (m̃, k ) is a function of m̃ and k , the fact of revealing information about X̃
ˆL ∈ X̃ L . Since X̃
where x̃
1
1
the availability of information about m̃ and k1 .
ˆL used in the
Therefore, the corresponding complexity of the attacker in revealing the information about x̃
hash code is:
ˆL N
HS
OA
= 2h(X̃ |Y ) .
(30)
The above considerations concerning the ambiguity volume are also valid here. It should be also pointed out
the major difference between the presented approach and the approach suggested in7 for the security evaluation
ˆ L , thus leading to the ambiguity volume overestimation. Such a definition of
based only on the entropy of X̃
security disregards a possible security leakage from Y N that is taken into account in our formulation. Finally,
the security of data-hiding and hash codes is formulated using the same apparatus that makes this approach
uniform for both parts.
Having defined the equivocations for the data-hiding and hash codes, we will consider several possible attacking scenarios against the authentication system for two different key management protocols. The consideration
is performed according to the Kerckhoffs principle33 assuming that the forger has access to all the particularities
of the authentication protocol besides the secret keys and communicated messages.

4.1. The case of same keys
Within this key management protocol, we assume that k1 = k2 = k that was a quite typical assumption for the
majority of early authentication systems and investigate the possible security of this scheme.
The corresponding attacking strategy can be summarized as follows:
1. Given y N , estimate the center of the ambiguity sphere about the sent codeword E[U N Y N ] applying the
MMSE strategy.

2. Find ûN based on the available y N performing 2h(U

N

|Y N )

possible checks.

3. Find k since the knowledge of ûN reveals the complete information about m and k.
4. Apply reversibility, i.e., estimate X̂ N = E[X N |Y N , Û N ]. Under special conditions considered in,16 one
can even achieve perfect reversibility X̂ N = X N .
5. Produce a faked copy X ′

N

of X N according to the desire of the counterfeiter.

6. Compute a new hash value M ′ from the available X ′
7. Perform embedding of M ′ into X ′

N

N

and K.

using K.

The corresponding complexity of the attacker to perform the above operations is:
O1 = 2h(U

N

|Y N )

|U N ∈U N ,

(31)

which coincides with (28) indicating the important fact that the security of the hash does not play any role in
this key management protocol.
The opposite is also valid, in case the attacker tries to reveal the information about k from the hash part of
the code:
ˆL N
O2 = 2h(X̃ |Y ) |X̃ˆ L ∈X̃ L .
(32)
Since, the attacker can always choose the strategy with lower complexity, the final estimate for the security
of the considered authentication systems is:
OA = min{O1 , O2 }.

(33)

4.2. The case of the different keys
Similar attacking strategy can be applied in the case of two different keys, i.e., k1 6= k2 . The attacker can
N
N
first learn the embedded message based on Y N with complexity 2h(U |Y ) |U N ∈U N and then use the prior
knowledge about the message to learn the key k1 for the hash regeneration from the tampered data. This
attack is similar in spirit to the so-called known message attack30, 32 and its complexity can be estimated as
ˆL N
2h(X̃ |Y ) |X̃ˆ L ∈X̃ L (M̃ =m̃,K ),K ∈K . Finally, the total efforts of the attacker are:
1

1

1

O1 = 2h(U

N

|Y N )

ˆ L |Y N )

|U N ∈U N + 2h(X̃

|X̃ˆ L ∈X̃ L (M̃ =m̃,K

1 ),K1 ∈K1

.

(34)

Contrarily, the attacker can first estimate the message that was embedded based on the hash analysis and then
apply the above mentioned known message attack to reveal the information about the secret key k2 used for
the data-hiding part. Knowing two keys, the attacker can perform the reversibility, regenerate the hash, and
sequentially embed it into the tampered data. The total efforts of the attacker in this strategy can be estimated
as:
ˆL N
N
N
(35)
O2 = 2h(U |Y ) |U N ∈U N (M =m,K2 ),K2 ∈K2 + 2h(X̃ |Y ) |X̃ˆ L ∈X̃ L .
The resulting efforts are equal to the minimum of (34) and (35):
OA = min{O1 , O2 }.

(36)

5. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND CONCEPT VALIDATION
The presented system was implemented for the protection of text documents in both electronic and analog forms.
To be robust against various protocol and cryptographic attacks we have followed the guidelines developed for
the authentication of images in our previous work.5 The particularities of the hash construction as well as block
hashing can be found there. The text data-hiding code was implemented according to the technique presented
in.4 In this paper, we report the implementation of an authentication system according to the presented rate
matching approach. The document enrollment is accomplished for two popular text editing tools Microsoft Word
and LATEX. The resulting document can be either stored in doc format or converted to pdf/ps formats or printed
either from Microsoft Word or from Adobe PDF Reader/Ghostview.
The protected document is printed and scanned at 600 dpi and 600 ppi, respectively. The result of authentication of a randomly selected document fragment when no tampering was introduced is shown in Figure 10.
The modifications have been introduced in this fragment by replacing word “Geneva” by “Paris V” in the electronic form and then the document was printed and scanned with the same parameters. The authentication has
immediately revealed the fact of document tampering and the suspicious parts have been highlighted as shown
in Figure 11.

Figure 10. Document authentication without tampering.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we considered the problem of electronic and printed documents authentication. In particular, we
presented the information-theoretic framework for joint hashing-data-hiding and formulated the joint sourcechannel coding theorem with a sketched proof justifying the performance limits in such protocols. We performed
the security analysis of document authentication methods and proposed the optimal attacking strategies with
corresponding complexity estimates that are based on the information leakage analysis. Finally, the presented
experimental results for a document authentication application justify the practical efficiency of the elaborated
framework.
As possible extensions of the current status of our research that are already initiated we see the complete
performance investigation of the reported system as well as a study of all related security issues. Despite a
very promising character of the first obtained results (the system was capable to reliably detect all types of
introduced tampering (more than 20) without producing a single false detection decision), all the tests where
performed under a restricted number of printing/scanning setups. Therefore, further research will be focused
on the experimental study of PM and PF for various printing/scanning conditions (different types of printing
technologies including laser, ink jet, off-set as well as laser engraving on plastic, scanners and image acquisition

Figure 11. Document authentication from the tampered document.

devices including flat bed scanners, photo cameras and cameras of portable devices like mobile phones and
PDAs). Finally, the attacking scenarios described in Section 4 will be also validated based on the developed
prototype.
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